
N-body Tour 
!

(N=2, 3)

gracias a:  
Rick Moeckel, Greg Laughlin, Danya Rose. 

y Alain Chenciner y Albouy



Kepler: conics.   …planetary motions..



opOOpen in Chrome: Nbdy/Tour:

2-body



Lagrange 1772 Euler 1767



3-body. 
Lagrange’s solution(s) 
Equilateral triangles. 

1772,



for each mass distribution 
for each Kepler conic…



for each mass distribution 
for each Kepler conic…



Poincare. 1892:  Chaos in Restricted 
three-body problem.  Shown here: 
a transit orbit, in a rotating frame

Earth Moon



Hut. 1970s



Cris Moore 1994; Chenciner-Montgomery 2000



Fusco,Gronchi,  Negrini. 
Platonic polyhedra, topological constraints  

and periodic orbits of the classical N-body problem' ,  
Invent. Math., Vol.285/2, 283-332. 2011

and about 100 more 
6 or more per 
platonic solid



End Tour 
!

Begin Shape Sphere



Lagrange = Equilateral 

Lagrange = Equilateral

Euler

x
xx

x

Euler

Euler

SHAPE SPHERE SHAPE SPACE
Oriented similarity classes  

of triangles

O

Oriented congruence classes  
of triangles

⇢

collinear  
 triangles

x



Galileo: 
The laws of physics are  

invariant under the group  
G of isometries of space161600 

GG:  translations, rotations, reflections

(N-body) Eqns: dN coupled 2nd order ODEs on the …
Configuration space Q = N-fold product of space 

G � Q



=Shape space;

CONTAINS: shape sphere =oriented SIMILARITY  
 classes of triangles (set I = size = 1) 

so expect: 2nd order ODEs on 
shape space (parameteized by J …->)



J = ⌃maqa ^ va

qa ^ va = Im(qav̄a) = Signed area

CONSTANT :

CONSTANT :

= Angular momentum



real imag.

Jacobi 
vectors



go to UNAM2016/shapesphereB.ggb 
and or shapespaceB.ggb



Hill 
Region.

Fix energy = H =-h < 0. Hill region:part of shape space for which 
there is a v and H(q,v) = -h.  Domain where motion occurs. 
Identical to region with U(q) > +h 



variational methods 
plus discrete symmetriesMechanical intuition , 

conformal transf. 
`dispositiones’  

…

Jacobi-Mauptertuis metric, 
Riem geom: curvature

 

`A remarkable…’ 
surprising new solutions; 

infinite families of 
``designer’’ solutions

`Infinitely many…’ 
Ang. mom = 0 & 

Energy < 0 implies; 
infinitely many syzygies.. 

(w a single exception)

`Hyperbolic Pants …’ 
UNIQUENESS of figure eight; 

hyperbolic flow: if masses equal 
and we `cheat” 
1/r —> 1/(r*r) 

Reg. & 
Grav. Billiards

Bestiary of  
Danya Rose

blow-up

all syz. seq  
realized  



Motivating Question:

(

inspired by (compact) 
Riemannian geometry

Is every free homotopy class of loops 
realized by a periodic solution?

INSTEAD of length : integral of Lagrangian: 

Action = A(q(·)) =
Z T

0
K(q̇(t)) + U(q(t))dt

Direct Method! 
minimize length over 

given class 

Figure Eight:



 

..Every free homotopy class…

Figure 8: 123123



Min. Action A(q) 
among all paths 

q in shape space 
connecting the Euler Ray (Eu_1) 

to the Isosceles subspace  
with 2 as vertex (ISOSC_2)



go to UNAM2016/reflec3.ggb 



by Danya Rose. U. of  Sydney. 2016 thesis

Danya Rose’s …



4:1

branched 
over binaries 

2:1

12-fold symmetry48-fold symmetry

Levi-Civita ; Lemaitre … Heggie…  
Waldvogen; .. Moeckel-Montgomery

regularize  
binary collisions   

and reduce







FINI



Py`Burrau’ or 
Pythagorean 3-4-5 

three body problem (*)

(*): Greg Laughlin, UCSC made film w 
Burlisch-Stoer integrator

Overflow!


